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Executive summary
Gareth McKay, Project Manager, Opus International Consultants Ltd
commissioned this heritage assessment.
Summary of heritage values
The group has local significance for its architecture and urban design and also for
its association with the local Greek community. 7 and 9 Ellice Street have some
historic and archaeological value having been constructed in 1876, but little
remains of these buildings. The buildings vary from high to low levels of
authenticity with 9 Ellice Street largely destroyed by fire.
The buildings comprising Bogart’s corner are a well-scaled and appropriately
designed response to the southern end of the Haussmann-like boulevards of Kent
and Cambridge Terrace. They form a sweeping built edge for traffic travelling
towards the Mount Victoria tunnel and are a coherent group of buildings of
similar scale with a range of compatible styles. The group successfully acts as a
transition between the more modern commercial buildings to the north, the
heritage precinct of Mount Victoria to the east, and the Basin Reserve. Three of
buildings have an association with the Greek Community, where a number of
these immigrants have historically lived and continue to live and worship in
neighbouring Mount Victoria. Several ground floor tenancies were takeaway
businesses, possibly located to take advantage of the proximity to the Basin
Reserve.
Of regional significance, is 83 Kent Terrace, which is a rare purpose-built music
studio in a well-detailed Art Deco style. It is a worthy addition to a 30 strong
collection of Art Deco styled buildings in central Wellington highlighted in a
Wellington City Council heritage trail publication, many of which are registered
with the NZHPT or included on the Council’s heritage list. 83 Kent Terrace
was outside the area of the brochure and was not included. The site has been
used for the Turner Music Studio for nearly 50 years. The exterior and interior
are largely authentic from the time of construction. It was also designed by
well-regarded architect, William Feilding who practiced architecture in
Manchester and Wellington.
85-87 Kent Terrace also has local significance having been designed in an
appealing version of Arts and Crafts, by architect E.M. Blake, recognised for his
architecture in Sydney, Melbourne and Wellington.
Summary of options
The masonry buildings have earthquake prone building notices served on their
owner, the New Zealand Transport Agency, and the remainder are in various
states of disrepair. A roadway is proposed to be constructed either over their sites
or nearby to the north.
The group as a whole has local significance, while 83 Kent Terrace has regional
heritage values. The retention or removal of any or all of the buildings will be
dependent on costs of repairs, refurbishment and seismic upgrading, possible uses
and heritage values. Because of the significance of the urban design of the group
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to the southern corner of Kent Terrace, retention of its form and scale, at least, is
important.
Because of the higher level of heritage values of 83 Kent Terrace, consideration
of options for the future of this building is recommended. The options comprise.
1

Retention in situ with no upgrading

2

Retain in-situ seismic upgrading, repairs, refurbishment and re-use

3

Demolition with a high level of recording
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1

Introduction

Gareth McKay, Project Manager of Opus International
Consultants Ltd, commissioned this heritage assessment of 83
and 85-89 Kent Terrace and 5, 7 and 9 Ellice Street,
commonly known as Bogart’s Corner.
1.1

Basis for the preparation of the heritage assessment

The definition of historic heritage used in this assessment are those contained in
the Resource Management Act (RMA) amended in 2003 under section 2.
Historic heritage:
(a) means those natural and physical resources that contribute to an
understanding and appreciation of New Zealand's history and cultures,
deriving from any of the following qualities:
(i) archaeological: (ii) architectural: (iii) cultural: (iv) historic: (v)
scientific: (vi) technological; and
(b) includes (i) historic sites, structures, places, and areas; and (ii) archaeological sites;
and (iii) sites of significance to Maori, including wahi tapu; and (iv)
surroundings associated with the natural and physical resources.
The RMA does not give further explanation to clarify the meanings of these six
main qualities. However, the Historic Places Trust (NZHPT) gives appropriate
guidance to the interpretation of these qualities, in addition to other heritage
values, in their Sustainable Management of Historic Heritage Guidance Information
Sheet 2, 2007.
This assessment of heritage values uses the NZHPT information sheet to assess
the RMA historic heritage qualities with additional values recommended in the
sheet as well as other relevant international criteria.

1.2

Scope and limitations

This assessment was commissioned to establish what, if any, heritage values
buildings on Bogart’s corner may have as a roadway is proposed either over the
site of the buildings or nearby to the north. In addition the masonry buildings
are considered as earthquake prone and Wellington City Council has served
earthquake prone notices on the New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) as
owners.
The notice on the buildings at 83 – 86 (sic) Kent Terrace has expired and
the NZTA are required to take immediate action to either demolish or
strengthen the buildings to make them safe. Notices have also been issued
for the buildings at 5 – 9 Ellice Street.1
No detailed condition survey was commissioned with this assessment and it is not
1 ibid
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a structural or fire safety survey and does not address specific issues of Building
Act compliance. No measured drawings have been prepared for the assessment.

1.3

Heritage status

None of the buildings on Bogart’s corner are listed on the Wellington City
Council (WCC) District Plan and nor are any registered with the New Zealand
Historic Places Trust.

1.4

Ownership details

The land and building are the property of the NZTA. The legal descriptions are
Pt Lot 9 and Pt Lot 17 DP 15, Lot 1 DP 5418 and Lot 1 DP 26700.

1.5

Contributors to the assessment

Opus Consultants prepared a history of the buildings, tenants and owners while
Nicole van Ruler searched WCC archives for original plans of the buildings and
information on tenants/owners. Ian Bowman, architect and conservator,
compiled and wrote the remainder of the assessment.
Cathryn Barr, senior archaeologist with Opus International Consultants Ltd. has
prepared an archaeological assessment, Archaeological Assessment Buildings on Corner
Kent Tce/Ellice St, Wellington, 2011, which should be read in conjunction with
this assessment.

1.6

Photographic sources

The author took contemporary photographs. The sources of other photographs
are identified under each photo.

1.7

Copyright

This document is the copyright of Ian Bowman, architect and conservator.

1.8

Inspection

The buildings were inspected in 8 July and 29 August 2011.
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2

The social and historical context

2.1

Introduction

The following research is based on a review of Wellington City Council building
permit archives, historic property titles and survey plans. It provides a historic
overview of the existing buildings and what modifications have occurred to these
buildings, previous landowners and any earlier buildings on the site. The
information is intended to support an assessment of the heritage values of the
properties as part of work on the Basin Reserve Bypass.
The research has been limited to the properties located on the corner of Kent
Terrace and Ellice Street that are likely to be affected by the proposed Basin
Reserve Bypass, namely Pt Lot 9 and Pt Lot 17 DP 15, Lot 1 DP 5418 and Lot 1
DP 26700 (see Fig. 1).

Kent Terrace

Ellice Street

Figure 1. Specific properties researched for this report (© Quickmap 2009).
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2.2

Historic Summary of Buildings

2.2.1 83 Kent Terrace
The current apartment building at 83 Kent Terrace dates back to 1934,2 and was
designed by architect William Fielding at a cost of £2443 for Mrs. Jean TurnerCottier as a music academy and residence. The original plans of the building are
in appendix 3.
The previous building on the site was the Turner family home, built in c.1898
for John and Henrietta Turner.3 Barr (2011) shows that John Gemill Turner,
presumably Mrs. Turner-Cottier’s father, was also a music teacher and also taught
from the same address from 1905 until 1922. After this time Miss Jean Turner is
recorded as teaching music from the property.
The Ward plan of 1900 shows a two-storey 8-room building with front veranda
and shingle roof (Fig. 4). The property is shown in figure 10 below. Nicola-Jean
Turner took ownership of the house in 1927 and subsequently married Rene
Cottier, a local clerk.
Mrs. Turner-Cottier used the 1934 building as a music studio to teach the banjo,
mandolin, ukelele, piano and guitar from this time. Barr (2011) includes a
schedule of historic tenants for Bogart’s corner and shows that Mrs Tuner-Cottier
was still using the building as a music studio in 1948. It is not known when this
use was discontinued, but the site had been used for teaching music by the
Turner family for nearly 50 years.
It is interesting that Mrs Turner-Cottier had sufficient funds to be able to
demolish her own home in order to build a purpose designed music studio.
Music teaching is not commonly known as a well-paid profession and usually
music teaching was carried out in the teacher’s own home. An exception to this
was with the Nelson School of Music where private tuition was offered through
the music school. Teachers rented the spaces in the building. Public schools
have offered music tuition through music departments where private music
teachers would use spaces in the school, sometimes associated with the school
hall. Universities also offered courses in music with purpose-designed studios.
Also interesting to note is Mrs. Turner-Cottier retained her maiden name and
added her husband’s, rather than changing her name completely to her husband’s.
as was customary for the period.
It is possible that traces of the original home may still exist in the building, as the
1934 building permit refers to a “conversion into flats”. The cost of works,
however, suggests a major construction project. The footprint of the present
building is located directly over the earlier building, and a detailed physical
examination of the building would be necessary to determine if any part of the
original building remains
2

Building permit 00056:151:B13505, issued 17/11/1934 (WCC Archives).
C/T 20/24 issued 22/08/1886 was granted initially to land speculator John Bateman Harcourt,
before being sold to Henrietta Turner on 08/10/1898. The house would presumably have been
built around the time of the Turners’ purchase.
3
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In 1970 the land was taken by the council for better land utilization.4 No other
modifications are recorded for the building.

2.2.2 85- 87 Kent Terrace (1-3 Ellice Street)

Figure 2 83 and 85-87 Kent Terrace

The current building located on the corner of Kent Terrace and Ellice Street
dates back to 1924.5 It was built by A. Campbell and Son for £4800 for P.
Boolieris. The property had been purchased by Mr Stathy Boolieris in 1922 from
the Wellington City Council.6 The council had acquired the section for tramway
purposes in 1916, presumably demolishing the large store that previously
occupied the corner. This footprint of the earlier building can be seen in the
1900 Ward plan (see Fig. 2). The council subdivided the property (DP 5418),
retaining the strip of land at the corner of Kent Terrace and Ellice Street.
A Neon sign was erected on the Kent Terrace side of the building in 1940 for
one of the business leasees, R. W. Alsweill.7 New signage was added to the Ellice
Street side in 1952.8
Major alterations to the building occurred in 1976, when the first floor was

4

Gazette No. 854633, issued 7/12/1970.
Building permit 00055:37:A3518, issued 08/10/1924 (WCC Archives).
6
CT WN301/71 (Lot 1 DP 5418) issued to S. Boolieris 14/12/1922.
7
Building permit 00056:246:B20494, issued 08/05/1940.
8
Building permit 00056:425:B32483, issued 26/02/1952.
5
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converted into four flats, and the ground floor shop was altered.9

2.2.3 5 Ellice Street

Figure 3 5 Ellice Street

The current shop at 5 Ellice Street dates to 1928, and was built for Mrs Louisa
Reid Dustin by Fletcher Construction Ltd for £1376.10 It replaced an earlier
store and dwelling that was destroyed by fire in 1928. The drawing for a new
shopfront, presumably destroyed by the fire, prepared for Mr Dustin and dated
1924 is included in appendix 3. A note on the building permit refers to a
partitioning wall on the west side of the veranda as surviving from the original
building.11
The building was damaged by earthquake in 1942, and £400 earthquake repairs
were carried by D. W. Hand in 1945.12 In 1946 the building was transferred to
William Henry Dustin and then sold to Kenneth Kennedy, a hotel owner. The
property was then sold to restaurateur Bartolomeo Barnao in 1950 and later
Panaghis Apostolatos in 1983.
The only recorded modifications to the building were alterations to the first floor
restaurant in 1980.13
9
Building permits 00058:1053:C45823 (issued 08/09/1976) and 00058:1064:C46194 (issued
04/11/1976).
10
Building permit 00056:65:B6215, issued 01/11/1928 (WCC Archives).
11
The earlier shop was built in 1925 by A. Campbell & Sons (permit 00055:42:A3899), who also
built the adjacent building on the corner. The house adjoining the shop dated back to the 1880s.
12
Building permit 00056:301:B23851, issued 02/03/1945.
13
Building permit 00058:1266:C53685, issued 29/04/1980.
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In January 1988 the building was sold to George Westermayer. It was
subsequently acquired for motorway purposes in November of the same year.14

2.2.4 7 Ellice Street
The current building at 7 Ellice Street appears to be the first building on the
property, dating back to 1876.15 The building was occupied by Elizabeth Stanley
until 1900 when it was sold to Andrew Duncan, a local butcher. In 1921 it was
sold to George Threadgold and passed through his family until it was sold to
Michael Fleigner in 1964.
The 1900 Ward plan shows a two-storey 7-room building on this property, set
back from the road side with a front veranda (Fig. 2). A 1937 housing survey plan
of the same location shows a shop addition to the front of the building. There is
no record of a building permit for this addition. Further additions were made to
the building in 1966, including a new awning,16 and a boiler room.17 In 1975 the
land was taken for better utilization.18 In 1986 there were additions and
alterations to the basement.19

Figure 4. Plan of house at 83 Kent Terrace (left) and 7-9 Ellice St (right), from 1900
Ward plan.

14

Gazette No. 967867.1, issued 24/11/1988.
CT 7/153, issued 21/03/1876.
16
Building permit 00058:443:C18995, issued 02/03/1966.
17
Building permit 00058:497:C21418, issued 10/03/1967.
18
Gazette No. 123784.2.
19
Building permit 00059:0:D2984, issued 11/04/1986.
15
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2.2.5 9 Ellice Street
The current building at 9 Ellice Street appears to be the first building on the
property, dating back to 1876.20 It was occupied by Phillip Wagland, local
constable, from 1877 until his death in 1879. The house then passed onto his
father, as executor, before being sold on.21
The 1900 Ward plan shows a two-storey 5-room building on this property, set
back from the road side with a front veranda (Fig. 2).
In 1925, the property was sold to Dennis Boolieris, restaurateur and member of
the same family who owned the building at 85-87 Kent Terrace.
In 1929 the dwelling and shop were altered by L. Quiland for £960.22 It is likely
that these works were for the shop addition to the front the building.
Further building alterations occurred in 195323, designed for a Mr Pivac, and
shop alterations in 196524. The building was acquired for motorway purposes in
1993.25
The shop has largely been destroyed by fire.

Figure 5 7 and 9 Ellice Street

20

CT 7/260, transferred to Daniel MacDonald 08/11/1876.
New CT 33/174, issued to Phillip Wagland Senior in 07/08/1883.
22
Building permit 00056:86:B8106, issued 23/09/1929.
23
Building permit 00056:468:B35431, issued 23/11/1953.
24
Dated 01/09/1965, but no permit reference.
25
Gazette No. B301128.1, issued 05/07/1993.
21
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2.3

People and organisations associated with the buildings

2.2.1 Mrs Jean Tuner-Cottier
Mrs Jean Tuner-Cottier was principal of the Turner Academy, where tuition in
piano, banjo, mandolin, guitar and the ukulele was offered. Number 83 Kent
Terrace was constructed for her studios and living accommodation.

Figure 6 Advertisement, Volume CXX, Issue 2, 2 July 1935, Page 8,
Evening Post 1935

2.3.2 Fielding, William, (1876–1946)26
William Fielding was born in Lancashire, England around 1875 and began his
architectural career with a firm in Manchester. He later became a junior partner
there. In 1900 he married Lily Midgley and their daughter May was born in
1904. About 1908 the family migrated to Wellington, and they lived in Matai Rd
for many years. A son named Robert was born in 1921. Mr Fielding was the
architect for several prominent buildings in Wellington including the
Congregational Church in Cambridge Tce (1916), the Evening Post building in
Willis St (1927), as the Working Men's Club, the Trades Hall, Lampard Flats, the
Evening Post Building and the Methodist Church in Waitoa Rd, Hataitai (1928).
He was for a time chairman of the Wellington branch of the New Zealand
Institute of Architects, and in his private life was a member of the Hataitai
Bowling Club and the Hataitai Municipal Electors’ Association. William was a
member of the choir at the Congregational Church, and fittingly, his funeral
took place there in July 1946. Lily died in 1951 and their son Robert died at sea
during a yacht race only two weeks after his mother. May married Paul R
Coloney of the US Navy and died in Florida in 1990.

2.3.3 E.M Blake (1865–1929)
Blake was born in Madras, India, the son of a missionary who four years later
26

http://www.heritagehelp.co.nz/locals.html
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immigrated to New Zealand. He was educated at Dunedin and Christchurch
and was articled to T.S Lambert of Christchurch. Blake was the architect for the
Exhibition Building of 1889 and was presented with a silver medal by Lambert
for ‘efficient service'. Shortly after completing his articles he worked for about
two years in Sydney and Melbourne. He was college architect to Gordon
Technical College in Geelong with architects Seeley and King where he designed
the administration building, plumbing, carpentry and art modelling buildings,
now listed heritage buildings, before returning to NZ for health reasons. He
worked again in Melbourne, winning two architectural competitions and
carrying out other major works.
In 1894 he returned to NZ and was architect to the South Canterbury Education
Board for 3 years. He also practised in Timaru.
In 1901 he entered the Public Works Department's architectural office in
Wellington, shortly after which he joined with Francis Penty to form the
partnership of Penty and Blake. The partnership won the competition for the
design of the original building at Victoria University of Wellington in 1903.
Penty and Blake won second prize in the design for the Dunedin Public Library
and in association with James Bennie was placed third in the competition for
Parliament Buildings.

2.3.4 Dennis Boolieris
Mr Boolieris was born in Greece and immigrated to New Zealand in 1939. He
was a member of the Communist Party and the Socialist Unity Party. He died in
1974.

2.3.5 List of owners
Allot
ment
Section
286

C/
T

Lot 9
DP 15

CT
3/2
33
CT
12/
96

Pt Lot
9 DP
15

CT
19/
291

Addr
ess

5/5a
Ellice
Street

Date
07/09
/1857

Owner
Alfred Fell &
Henry
Seymour

30/06
/1874

William
Waring Taylor

16/01
/1868
25/04
/1878

William
Waring Taylor
John Bateman
Harcourt

06/03
/1880

George
Georgeson
Dinnie
Elizabeth
Georgeson
Elizabeth
Georgeson
George
William Smart

03/05
/1888
23/05
/1888
?

Occupati
on

Notes

Merchant
Merchant
Merchant
died 10/12/1887
widow

probate
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08/06
/1894
13/03
/02
22/05
/14
22/10
/14
29/07
/15
15/09
/15
26/01
/20
8/03/
23
21/01
/25
19/05
/26

Alexander
Hall
Annie
Elizabeth
Cohen

Carpenter
wife of Folk Cohen (importer)

Public Trustee
Folk Cohen
Public Trustee
Leah Gladys
Cane
Marion Alice
Poulter
Lousia Ried
Dustin

Clothier

Confectio
ner

shop front (00055:42:A3899);
builder: A Campbell & Son;
value: £625

D E Dustin

1928
1/11/
28

Mrs L R
Dustin

1942

CT
559
/16
1

2/03
/45
14/10
/46
14/10
/46
19/05
/50
19701979
29/04
/80
23/08
/83
18/01
/88
12/02
/88
24/11
/88

D E Dustin
William
Henry Dustin
Kenneth
Kennedy

wife of Christopher Cane
(draper)

Salesman
Hotel
Keeper

Bartolomeo
Barnao
E
Papaioannou:
Mr J Rice

Fish
Merchant

Panaghis
Apostolatos
George
Westermayer
Virgin
Investments
ltd

Restaurat
eur

consent for right-of-way (K3975)
Shop and dwelling destroyed by
fire, partitioning wall on west
side of existing verandah
remaining.
addition of shops & tea rooms
(00056:65:B6215); Builder:
Fletcher Construction Ltd; value
1376
damage by earthquake
(00009:1027:50/1054/363)
earthquake repairs
(00056:301:B23851), builder
DW Hand, value £400
Executor - Ray Stuart Withers of
Wanganui

permit (00277:586:15)
alterations to first floor restaurant
(00058:1266:C53685)

Insurance Consultant

Acquired for motorway purposes
(967867.1)
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2.4
1876

Chronology of events
Construction of 9 Ellice Street
Construction of 7 Ellice Street

1924

Construction of 83-87 Kent Terrace (1-3 Ellice Street) for P
Boolieris

1925

Dennis Boolieris purchases 9 Ellice Street

1928

5 Ellice Street constructed

1934

Construction of 83 Kent Terrace for Mrs Nicola-Jean TurnerCottier

1940

Erection of a neon sign to 85-87 Kent Terrace

1942

5 Ellice Street damaged by an earthquake

1945

5 Ellice Street repaired

1929

Alterations to 9 Ellice Street

1953

Alterations to 9 Ellice Street

1965

Alterations to 9 Ellice Street

1966

Awning added to 7 Ellice Street

1976

Alterations to 85-87 Kent Terrace turning the first floor into four
flats

1980

Alterations to 5 Ellice Street

1986

Alterations to 7 Ellice Street

15

ewer

16/09/11 8:23 AM

2.5

Photos showing the development of the corner

27

Figure 8 Corner Kent Terrace and Ellice Street
1900
15/09/11 8:19 PM

ry.Viewer

adeliver.natlib.govt.nz/image-server/dtlimagenav-content.jsp?filename=1316118086027~73…158046&rep_pid=REP158051&ie_dvs=1316118084485~116&title=null&display_plugin=false&skin_name=null

Page 1 of 2

Figure 9 Corner Kent Terrace and Ellice Street 1921, note the façade to 5
Ellice Street appears as per the plan in appendix 3

/ndhadeliver.natlib.govt.nz/image-server/dtlimagenav-content.jsp?filename=1316062990205~99…19582&rep_pid=REP1620348&ie_dvs=1316062988151~157&title=null&display_plugin=false&skin_name=null

Page 1 of 1
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All photos come from Timeframes on the following web address
http://find.natlib.govt.nz/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?dscnt=0&fn=search&ct=search&
vid=TF&vl(D31185043UI0)=any&indx=171&dum=true&vl(freeText0)=basin%20reserve&vl(351
24698UI1)=images&srt=rank&vl(1UI0)=contains&frbg=&tab=default_tab&dstmp=131611909483
2&mode=Basic&scp.scps=scope%3A(Timeframes)
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Viewer

livery.Viewer

16/09/11 8:29 AM

4:58 PM
Figure 10 Corner Kent Terrace and Ellice Street 1928, note Turner’s15/09/11
music
academy next to 85-87 Kent Terrace

dhadeliver.natlib.govt.nz/image-server/dtlimagenav-content.jsp?filename=1316118511817~24…06280&rep_pid=REP2206922&ie_dvs=1316118509562~877&title=null&display_plugin=false&skin_name=null

Page 1 of 1

Figure 11 Corner Kent Terrace and Ellice Street late 1920s, note 5 Ellice
Street with gabled parapet

tp://ndhadeliver.natlib.govt.nz/image-server/dtlimagenav-content.jsp?filename=1316062652914~21…123256&rep_pid=REP123258&ie_dvs=1316062651261~514&title=null&display_plugin=false&skin_name=null

Page 1 of 2
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livery.Viewer

15/09/11 4:56 PM

Figure 12 Corner Kent Terrace and Ellice Street late 1950s, note 5 Ellice
Street gabled parapet has been removed

tp://ndhadeliver.natlib.govt.nz/image-server/dtlimagenav-content.jsp?filename=1316062540738~84…377868&rep_pid=REP377869&ie_dvs=1316062538961~545&title=null&display_plugin=false&skin_name=null
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3

The physical context

3.1

Architectural design

The following descriptions are based on original plans where possible.

3.1.1 83 Kent Terrace
The building is two storeyed with a symmetrical elevation facing Kent Terrace.
It is designed in the Art Deco style. The façade has three bays with the central
bay wider than the side bays. The entry to the ground floor studio and flat is
located in the central bay. Each bay is vertically separated by subtly stepped
pilasters with zig-zag capitals. The façades between the bays are recessed between
the parapet and the base with a band of openings on both levels. The sill of the
first floor windows has a scalloped motif while the head of the ground floor
openings is emphasised by a continuous recessed line. The deep stepped parapet
is topped with a repeated curved decoration in the raised centre with the sides
shallowly recessed. In the centre of the parapet is a cartouche-like ornament with
a scroll containing of treble clef and notes with a lyre in the centre, clearly
reflecting the original use of the building as a music studio.
The building has an ‘L’ shaped plan form with the north wing of the ground
floor open to the rear. The opening allows for access to the garage and yard and
providing covered access to the first floor entry. The entry to the ground floor
faces Kent Terrace and leads to a double dog-leg corridor giving access to the
studio and sitting room at the front and bedrooms, kitchen, bath and toilet at the
rear. The studio and sitting room are separated by large folding glazed doors and
each has an ornate art deco fire-place. The sitting room has a curved glazed wall
facing north, which gains light from a large window on the exterior.
A stair leads to the first floor from the entry and continues to the laundry and
roof deck area. The drawings of the first floor show two studios facing Kent
Terrace with a living room and two bedrooms with a kitchen and bathroom
separating the bedrooms from the studios. The kitchen projects over the
driveway and is supported on external brackets. The bathroom has a curved wall
leading to the larger of the bedrooms and matches the round end of the bath.
The building is constructed of reinforced concrete with cement rendered finish
and detailing to the exterior. Windows are steel with Art Deco detailing in the
upper sashes of the first floor. The ground floor interior has plastered ceilings and
walls with ornate Art Deco chevron and sunburst cornices in the studio and
living room. Skirtings and architraves are timber while fire-places and hearths are
tiled. Doors are timber panelled. Floors are timber. The roof deck is lined with
a bituminous membrane.

3.1.2 85-87 Kent Terrace
The building is two-storeyed with facetted walls forming the Kent Terrace Ellice
Street corner. The general style is Arts and Crafts. The building is symmetrical
about its centre with four shopfronts on the ground floor and eight equal bays on
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the first floor, each separated by a pilaster. The plan numbers the shops 1 to 4
from east to west.
The first floor design has pairs of angled oriel windows with domed roofs on the
two outer bays above shops 1 and 4 with flat windows to the central four bays
above shops 2 and 3. Above each of the bay windows is a gently curving cornice
while above the flat windows is a stepped horizontal cornice and a plaster oculus.
The building has a horizontal parapet broken by pilaster tops continuing slightly
above the parapet. The verandah is shown as semi-circular in plan.
The rear yard is accessed by an external corridor from Ellice Street. Externally
accessed toilets are located behind shop 1 and shop 4.
The perimeter walls and ground floor partitions separating each shop are of
brickwork with reinforced concrete beams and columns, while partitions to the
upper floor are timber framed. The original shopfronts were timber framed with
tiled bases, large glazed windows with multi-paned toplights. A number have
been modified with aluminium glazing. Each of the shopfronts has an angled and
tiled ingo. Immediately above the verandah, the building has bands of brickwork
to the head height of the windows, above which it is rendered.
The rear of the building is rendered and ground and first floor windows are
timber. Interior linings to the shops are generally modern sheet linings, plaster or
timber match linings, timber or concrete floors, and plastered ceilings. Floors are
timber and concrete.
The first floor rooms are generally lined with plasterboard with modern timber
skirtings and architraves. First floor toilets walls are exposed brick with match
lined ceilings. Roofing is corrugated steel.
The verandah is constructed with 7 x 3 x 15lb rolled steel joists and wrought iron
rods supports.

3.1.3 5 Ellice Street
The only drawing able to be located of 5 Ellice Street, included in appendix 3, is
of 1924 shows a single storey shopfront designed by E M Blake for a Mr Dustin.
The shopfronts are similar to those of 85-87 but with a stepped plaster and brick
parapet. The existing building appears to have replaced the 1924 building,
following the fire of 1928.
The current building is two storeyed in a simplified Stripped Classical style with a
projecting structural frame breaking the façade into three equal bays. The
pilasters continue to the panelled parapet, also dividing it into three bays with
“Dustin’s Building” in raised lettering of the centre panel. Below the lettering is
a facetted bay window in the centre of the first floor bay. The ground floor has
two shops, the frontages of which are not consistent with the age of the building
and have clearly been replaced.
The shop has suspended ceilings with several missing tiles revealing a fibrous
plaster cornice. Walls are plastered with a concrete and timber floor with timber
joinery. Shopfronts are aluminium and timber.
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The first floor was not able to be accessed.
The verandah is supported with wrought iron rods.

3.1.4 7 Ellice Street
No drawings for the original 1876 building were found. The current form of the
building is a single storey addition with no particular architectural style to the
original two storeyed timber framed building. The original building has a timber
cornice with pairs of brackets, suggesting an Italianate style. All original joinery
has been removed from the exterior.
There is one shop on the ground floor, with plastered ceilings and walls and
concrete floor. There is a stone wall to the front of the shop. The rear of the
shop has a maze of rooms off and ‘L’ shaped corridor.
The first floor has plasterboard linings to the ceiling and walls and carpet on the
floors. Joinery is timber and aluminium. The stairs are timber with one
remaining newel post. The balusters and handrail have been removed.

3.1.5 9 Ellice Street
No original drawings for the building were found, however a 1953 drawing,
included in appendix 3, showing alterations gives an understanding of the design
and planning and construction at the time. The drawings were prepared by Gray
Young, Morton and Calder for a Mr G Pivac. The exterior is similar to today
with a two storeyed timber framed section added to an original two storey house
set back from the road. The general style is a very simplified Classical with a
simple cornice and parapet a pair of fixed and casements windows on the first
floor. The ground floor has a shopfront to the single shop.
A corridor on the east side of the building behind the shop leads to the bedroom,
sitting room, bath, kitchen and workroom. Stairs to the first floor give access to
three bedrooms, a kitchen and bathroom.
The interior of the building has been badly burnt and little remains of the original
structure.

3.2

Setting

The buildings are located on the corner of Kent Terrace and Ellice Street with
the Basin Reserve opposite. Ellice runs in front of the buildings and it continues
to the west leading into Buckle Street. Immediately to the north of the buildings
is an apartment building with commercial buildings further to the north. To the
east of the buildings is the Regional Wines and spirits building with residential
buildings further to the east.
The curved form of the buildings, mimics the corner while their two storeyed
height mediates the taller buildings on Kent and Cambridge Terraces with the
smaller scaled residential buildings to the east. The general ages of the buildings
are consistent with the residential buildings further to the east of Ellice Street as
well as the Basin Reserve pavilion and entry gates. The Arts and Crafts style of
87-89 mirrors that of the Basin Reserve gates.
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Figure 13 View towards Basin Reserve from 83 Kent Terrace
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4

Building significance assessment

4.1

Detailed assessment of significance

The following assessment is based on the definition of historic heritage contained
in the RMA amendment of 2003 as interpreted in the NZHPT Sustainable
Management of Historic Heritage Guidance Information Sheet 2, 2007. Appendix 1
gives a full explanation for the criteria in addition to other relevant international
criteria which have been used to fully explore potential heritage values.

4.1.1 Physical values
•

Archaeological information
See Barr, Cathryn, Archaeological Assessment Buildings on Corner Kent
Tce/Ellice St, Wellington, unpublished draft report, Opus International
Consultants Ltd 2011.

•

Architecture
The buildings have been designed in
a variety of styles including Art
Deco, Stripped Classical, Arts and
Crafts and Italianate. Each of the
buildings was well planned, detailed
appropriately for the purpose and
relatively common for each period
of construction. The exception is
83 Kent Terrace where the
combination of music studios and
living spaces is uncommon while
Figure 14 Art Deco detailing
the quality and extent of the Art
on 83 Kent Terrace
Deco design and detailing on the
exterior and interior detailing is high. The musical motifs on the exterior
are also uncommon but clearly reflect the use of the building. 85-87 Kent
Terrace relates well to the entry gates to the Basin Reserve being designed
in a similar style and using similar materials.
The buildings facing the street were constructed over a period of
approximately 20 years and in different styles, but there is a homogeneity
of form, scale and materials, creating a coherent group. The generously
curved corner is an appropriate built edge to the east side of one of
Wellington’s equally generously proportioned and major streets, Kent
Terrace.
Of the architects known to have designed the buildings, the work of E M
Blake and William Feilding stand out as significant.

•

Technology and engineering
The buildings have been constructed using common building techniques
and materials for the period including brick, concrete and timber
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construction timber and steel joinery, corrugated iron, ceramic tiled
flooring, internal plasterwork, external render and tiled fire surrounds.
•

Scientific
None found.

•

Rarity
83 Kent Terrace is a purpose-designed music studio for private tuition.
Almost all private music tuition has been taught in the homes of the
teacher or through schools. Apart from public teaching studios designed
for universities, schools and the building housing the Nelson School of
Music built in 1899, it is likely that 83 Kent Terrace is rare in the
Wellington/Nelson region and possibly in New Zealand. The Nelson
School of Music is the only music school building registered with the
NZHPT.
The other buildings are not untypical commercial buildings for the period
in which they were constructed with accommodation above.

•

Representativeness
The buildings are generally representative of craftsmanship, materials and
forms of construction of the period, with the exception of 83 Kent
Terrace where detailing and its execution are of a particularly high
quality.

•

Integrity
See below.

•

Vulnerability
Being constructed of brick and timber, the buildings are vulnerable to
earthquake and fire, with 9 Ellice Street already having been largely
destroyed by fire. The masonry buildings are considered as earthquake
prone and the Wellington City Council have issued notice with a
requirement to strengthen or demolish.
Apart from 83 Kent Terrace, the buildings are untenanted and have no
use. In this condition the buildings are vulnerable to vandalism and
deterioration.

•

Context or group
The buildings form a coherent group of buildings built over a 20 year
period and in compatible styles, which relate to the urban design of the
Basin Reserve and Kent Cambridge Terraces in form and scale.
83 Kent Terrace is one of a number of Art Deco buildings in Wellington
city. A 1996 Wellington City Council heritage trail brochure lists 30 Art
Deco buildings in the inner city, with 25 either listed with the Council or
registered by the NZHPT. The brochure area did not cover the southern
end of Kent Terrace and therefore 83 Kent Terrace was not included.
The closest Art Deco styled buildings listed in the brochure are 21-23 and
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59 Cambridge Terrace.

4.1.2 Historic values
•

People
Three of the buildings were owned or were associated with members of
the Greek Community, particularly the Boolieris family. The Greek
community is known to be active investors in a number of other
properties within Mount Victoria. The Greek Orthodox church is
nearby in Hania Street.
83 Kent Terrace is associated with Jean Turner-Cottier, a music teacher
for whose studio it was constructed. 83 Kent Terrace is also associated
with well regarded architect William Feilding, while 85-87 is associated
with architect E M Blake, recognised for his architectural work in New
Zealand and Australia in the later 19th and early 20th centuries.

•

Events
Research on the buildings has not provided an association with any
particular events.

•

Patterns
7 and 9 Ellice Street reflect the early settlement of the Mount Victoria
area which can also seen with two other nearby early buildings, 7 and 1921 Patterson Street, built at a similar time. As the city expanded and
commercial areas became more established, it was not uncommon for
additions to be made to houses within the city to convert them into
shops. This was the case with 7 and 9 Ellice Street.
The need for commercial buildings in the expansion of the city in the
inter-war years, also saw the construction of the other three buildings on
Bogart’s corner. It is interesting to note that the developers for 83 Kent
Terrace were the family whose own home it replaced.
The Boolieris family owned two of the buildings in the group, 85-87 and
9 Ellice, while another member of the Greek community owned 5 Ellice
Street for a brief period. Mount Victoria has a number of properties
owned by Greek immigrants.
There have been a range of uses of the shops over the years included in
the list of tenants by Barr, 2011 including fishmongers, grocers, boot
maker, confectioner and fruiterer. A number have clearly been used as fish
and chip shops. Sir Ron Brierly notes two memories of the shops in
Neely and Romanos, The Basin An Illustrated History of the Basin Reserve,
…. liquorice toffees, which were sold in a shop across the road
from the Basin, at the northern end of the ground. A fish and
chip shops there was particularly popular.28

28

Neely and Romanos, The Basin An Illustrated History of the Basin Reserve, Canterbury University
Press, 2003 page 9
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It is presumed that the proximity to the Basin Reserve was a reason for
the takeaway businesses.

15/09/11 5:01 PM

Figure 15 Kia Ora Café and Fish and Chip shop 1950

4.1.3 Cultural values
•

Identity
The buildings have a physical presence and identity being located on a
significant corner on one of Wellington’s busiest roads. 83 and 85-87
Kent Terrace are particularly good examples of Art Deco and Arts and
Crafts respectively with these styles generally being accepted as appealing.

//ndhadeliver.natlib.govt.nz/image-server/dtlimagenav-content.jsp?filename=1316062795139~42…353204&rep_pid=REP353205&ie_dvs=1316062793471~954&title=null&display_plugin=false&skin_name=null

•

Page 1 of 1

Public esteem
The level of public esteem for these buildings is not known.

•

Commemorative
It is not known if these buildings have commemorative associations.

•

Education
The buildings provide a knowledge of building design and construction of
the periods in which they were constructed as well as the architecture of
two well regarded architects of the early 20th century. 83 Kent Terrace
provides an insight into a rare design for a music academy of the 1920s.

•

Tangata whenua
Not known.

•

Statutory recognition
Nome of the buildings are registered with the NZHPT or listed in the
WCC District Plan as heritage buildings.
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4.1.4 Authenticity
Form and design
The external form, scale, style, roofscape and above ground floor
elevations are generally authentic, however, apart from 83 Kent Terrace,
most shopfronts and ground and first floor interiors have been modified.
The exception is 83 Kent Terrace where the exterior and interiors have
been retained largely intact.
Materials and substance
The original external roofing, timber cladding, render, brickwork,
decorative elements, verandah, details, and window and door joinery have
been retained.
The internal structure, flooring and stairs have been retained, however,
most interior spaces have been relined.
Use and functions
All but 83 Kent Terrace are vacant, while 83 Kent Terrace is tenanted. The
ground floor is an artist’s studio and the first floor has two residential
tenancies.
Tradition, techniques, and workmanship
The construction methods, technology and workmanship of the exterior has
been retained with most of the buildings, however, the authenticity of most
of the interiors has been compromised with the modification to most spaces.
83 Kent Terrace, however, retains most original external and internal
materials and spaces and therefore also the associated tradition, techniques
and workmanship that went into its construction.
Location and setting
The setting of the group of buildings to the immediate north has been
modified considerably since the 1930s, the time by each of the buildings
was in place. An apartment building next to 83 and car sales yards further to
the north have been constructed in the last 30 years. The setting to the east,
however, has been largely retained with the Mount Victoria pre-1930s
demolition zone in place. The Basin Reserve area, fencing, entries and
Pavilion remain from the 1930s. The newer stand has changed the view of
the Basin Reserve from the Bogart’s corner, however.
Spirit and feeling
The derelict nature of the group, emphasised by the boarded up windows
and empty and abandoned shops, creates an atmosphere of neglect and
decay. Despite this, the somewhat playful styles of 83 and 85-87 Kent
Terrace retain a sense of grace and elegance of a bygone era, while the
group as a whole still provides an appropriately generous and scaled end
to Kent Terrace and backdrop to the Basin Reserve.
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4.2

Summary statement of heritage significance

The group has local significance for its architecture and urban design and also for
its association with the local Greek community. 7 and 9 Ellice Street have some
historic and archaeological value having been constructed in 1876, but little
remains of these buildings. The buildings vary from high to low levels of
authenticity with 9 Ellice Street largely destroyed by fire.
The buildings comprising Bogart’s corner are a well-scaled and appropriately
designed response to the southern end of the Haussmann-like boulevards of Kent
and Cambridge Terrace. They form a sweeping built edge for traffic travelling
towards the Mount Victoria tunnel and are a coherent group of buildings of
similar scale with a range of compatible styles. The group successfully acts as a
transition between the more modern commercial buildings to the north, the
heritage precinct of Mount Victoria to the east, and the Basin Reserve. Three of
buildings have an association with the Greek Community, where a number of
these immigrants have historically lived and continue to live and worship in
neighbouring Mount Victoria. Several ground floor tenancies were takeaway
businesses, possibly located to take advantage of the proximity to the Basin
Reserve.
Of regional significance, is 83 Kent Terrace, which is a rare purpose-built music
studio in a well-detailed Art Deco style. It is a worthy addition to a 30 strong
collection of Art Deco styled buildings in central Wellington highlighted in a
Wellington City Council heritage trail publication, many of which are registered
with the NZHPT or included on the Council’s heritage list. 83 Kent Terrace
was outside the area of the brochure and was not included. The site has been
used for the Turner Music Studio for nearly 50 years. The exterior and interior
are largely authentic from the time of construction. It was also designed by
well-regarded architect, William Feilding who practiced architecture in
Manchester and Wellington.
85-87 Kent Terrace also has local significance having been designed in an
appealing version of Arts and Crafts, by architect E.M. Blake, recognised for his
architecture in Sydney, Melbourne and Wellington.
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5

Options for the buildings

5.1

Earthquake prone building notices

The masonry buildings on Bogart’s corner have been issued with earthquake
prone notices by the Wellington City Council. These notices require upgrading
or demolition within a stated timeframe. Several of these notices have expired
and NZTA proposes to demolish these buildings.
In addition to their vulnerability to earthquake damage, the condition of the
buildings vary. While no detailed condition report has been prepared on the
buildings it was clear from site visits, that the ground floor shops of 85-87 Kent
Terrace and the Ellice Street shops are in a bad condition while 9 Ellice Street has
largely been destroyed by fire. 5 Ellice Street has badly rusted roofing and
peeling paint. The cladding on 7 Ellice Street is damaged, guttering missing and
the floor to the first floor rooms are badly rotted. 83 Kent Terrace appears to be
in a fair to good condition, apart from its earthquake prone state.
A badly maintained building will not perform well when shaken by an
earthquake. This has been confirmed in building reports prepared after major
New Zealand earthquakes since 1855 and has become abundantly clear in the
latest Christchurch earthquakes.

5.2

Retention or removal of buildings

Retention or removal of any or all of the buildings will be dependent on costs of
repairs, refurbishment and seismic upgrading, possible uses and heritage values.
The group as a whole has local significance, while 83 Kent Terrace has regional
heritage values.
It is clear that the costs of strengthening all earthquake prone buildings will be
high, while potential uses are not clear, at least until the proposed roadway is
constructed. It is possible that the costs of upgrading will outweigh the heritage
values of the buildings, except for 83 Kent Terrace. Because of the significance
of the urban design of the group to the southern corner of Kent Terrace,
retention of its form and scale, at least, is important.
Given the higher significance of 83 Kent Terrace, its retention is of greater
importance than the group. Costs of upgrading and strengthening for ongoing
occupation will, however, still have a bearing on retention. Possible options
include:
1

Retention in situ with no upgrading

2

Retain in-situ seismic upgrading, repairs, refurbishment and re-use

3

Demolition with a high level of recording

.
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Appendix 1
Definition of historic heritage under the Resource
Management Act as amended in 2003
Historic heritage
(a) means those natural and physical resources that contribute to an
understanding and appreciation of New Zealand's history and cultures,
deriving from any of the following qualities:
(i) archaeological: (ii) architectural: (iii) cultural: (iv) historic: (v)
scientific: (vi) technological; and
(b) includes (i) historic sites, structures, places, and areas; and (ii) archaeological sites;
and (iii) sites of significance to Maori, including wahi tapu; and (iv)
surroundings associated with the natural and physical resources.

NZHPT Guidance document
A guide for assessment published by the NZHPT29 gives definitions for these
qualities, and includes other useful qualities, termed values in the document, for
assessing built heritage. These are as follows, with the RMA qualities shown in
bold:
Physical values
•

Archaeological information
The potential for information about human history through archaeology

•

Architecture
Architectural significance through design and use of materials or
craftsmanship

•

Technology and engineering
Significant innovation or invention in the use of construction, technology
or materials

•

Scientific
The potential for scientific information on the region

•

Rarity

•

Representativeness

•

Integrity

•

Vulnerability

•

Context or group

29

NZHPT Sustainable Management of Historic Heritage Guidance Information Sheet 2, 2007
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Historic values
•

People

•

Patterns

•

Events

Cultural values
•

Identity

•

Public esteem

•

Commemorative

•

Education

•

Tangata whenua

•

Statutory recognition

Authenticity
While the NZHPT guidance discusses the issue of integrity, a fuller explanation
and definition is warranted.
The definition of heritage values of buildings and landscapes has been considered
by a number of groups and international bodies, particularly over the last twenty
years. The Management Guidelines for World Cultural Heritage Sites by Bernard
Feilden and Jukka Jokilehto. ICCROM, UNESCO, ICOMOS, 1993, outlined
the criteria for consideration of World Heritage listing. The concept of
authenticity was considered as being crucial to the assessment, although a clear
definition was not provided, in order to consider appropriate treatment strategies.
The areas of authenticity in the Guidelines comprised design, material,
craftsmanship and setting. It was considered that these areas of authenticity did
not allow for cultural differences, which led to the ICOMOS Nara Document on
Authenticity, 1994. In this documents relative values were described with respect
to “form and design, materials and substance, use and function, traditions and techniques,
location and setting, and spirit and feeling”.30 Again a specific definition of
authenticity was not provided. This was left until 2000 when the Riga Charter on
Authenticity and Historical Reconstruction in Relationship to Cultural Heritage,
confirmed in Riga, Latvia, defined authenticity as:
“The measure of the degree to which the attributes of cultural heritage [including form and
design, materials and substance, use and function, traditions and techniques, location and
setting, and spirit and feeling] credibly and accurately bear witness to their significance.”
Taking integrity and authenticity to be the same, the Riga Charter on Authenticity
and Historical Reconstruction in Relationship to Cultural Heritage, confirmed in Riga,
Latvia in 2000, defined authenticity as:
“The measure of the degree to which the attributes of cultural heritage [including form and
design, materials and substance, use and function, traditions and techniques, location and
setting, and spirit and feeling] credibly and accurately bear witness to their significance.”
30

ICOMOS Nara Document on Authenticity, 1994
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This concept of authenticity is used to assess heritage values in this assessment.
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Appendix 2
Historical background to materials used in the buildings
The use of materials is an area of assessment in the NZHPT guide discussed
under the headings of architecture and technology. In order to make an
assessment of the qualities, representivity and potential rarity of any materials, an
understanding of their use and history in the New Zealand context is warranted.
The following is a brief history of materials used in each of the buildings as they
have been manufactured and used in New Zealand.

2.1

Brick manufacture

The main material of which the building is constructed is brick. The first
recorded brickfields in the colony were two in Auckland, four in Wellington and
four in Nelson in 1844. Probably the oldest brick kiln in New Zealand is at
Upokongaro near Whanganui which dates from 185731. The earliest in
Christchurch was Jackson and Bishop who established their brickworks in 1861.
By 1880s, additional brickmakers in the Canterbury region included George
Reynolds in Hereford Street, the Farnley Brick, Drain Pipe and Pottery Works
operating from St Martins and Malvern Hills owned by Austin and Kirk,
Langdon and Company, W. Neighbours and three other brickyards by 1879. In
1877 Thomas Hill of Rangiora constructed a circular Hoffmann kiln for his firm
Rangiora Brick and Tile Works32. Ruins of the kiln still exist with parts of the
tunnel chamber still intact. His own brickworks in Invercargill in 1863, and his
plant included a Hoffmann kiln33.

2.2

Cast and wrought iron34

Cast iron has a high level of carbon and is, as its name suggests, cast into the
shapes needed. Cast iron has a high carbon content, up to 5% and is not able to
be worked like wrought iron, as it is brittle. Cast iron is very good in
compression and is very resistant to rusting. Cast iron is joined by bolts, rivets or
screws, and is difficult to weld because of its brittleness.
Cast iron was an early metal used mainly for decorative elements in houses.
These include brackets joining verandah posts and beams, verandah posts and
balustrading, fences and gates and cresting on roofs. Cast iron was also used for
down pipes, gutters, sewer and vent pipes and other forms of plumbing and
drainage. Cast iron could also be used for hinges, and door hardware and
furniture.
Cast iron was used columns, beams and girders bolted together, although this is
rare in houses. With the awareness of earthquakes in New Zealand builders used
cast iron to strengthen larger masonry houses against earthquakes in the form of
31

Thornton, G., New Zealand’s Industrial Heritage, Reed, 1982, page 115.
Hills, D., Thomas Hills, A Brickmaker, Rangiora, DA Hills, Christchurch, 1977
33
ibid, page 121
34
Arden and Bowman, The New Zealand Period House A Conservation Guide, (Arden and Bowman,
Auckland, 2005): 155
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straps laid in courses of brick or stone. These were called hoop irons and helped
to hold the house together. Iron rods could be added to masonry walls after they
were built and cast iron spreader plates were used to spread the load. These
plates could be round or in the shape of an ‘S’.
Wrought iron is the purest form of steel and has less than 1% of carbon. It is
thought to be the oldest type of steel used in buildings. Wrought iron is not
strong in compression but very strong in tension, that is supporting weight by
being pulled such as a diagonal member of a gate. Like cast iron, wrought iron
does not rust easily. Wrought iron is hammered and rolled into shape, hence the
name wrought. The metal is wrought on anvils or in rolling machines and the
more wrought iron is worked, the stronger it is.. As with cast iron, wrought iron
is joined by bolts, rivets or screws but can also be welded. It can also be heat
joined where, with white heat, two pieces of wrought iron will fuse together.
Wrought iron was traditionally used in buildings as plates joining or strengthen
joints between timber members and for door and window hinges. It was also
used for decorative work much the same as cast iron such as roof crestings,
brackets, fences and railings.
The combination of wrought and cast iron was quite common. In the fences and
gates lining many of New Zealand’s parks and gardens both have been used
recognising the different qualities of each. To tell the difference, the design,
means of shaping and use of the metal is a guide. Cast iron elements are usually
massive and repetitive in design. Blow holes and casting marks from manufacture
should be visible and if cast iron is hit it will often chip. Cast iron is used in
compression, that is weight bearing directly down, such as for columns or posts.
Wrought iron elements can have a beaten surface and a sliver can be taken from
it with a chisel.

2.3

Concrete

The use of concrete and reinforced concrete in New Zealand was relatively early.
Cement was first imported into New Zealand in 1843 and was one of the first
countries to explore concrete structures. The use of concrete in this early period
was mainly for military and civil engineering structures, but by the 1870's was
used for other forms of construction including farm buildings. There are
approximately 200 structures known up to 1900 of concrete structures
(conversation with Geoffrey Thornton, 1991).
An early concrete building is the hop kiln in Pigeon Valley near Nelson. This
structure is a no fines concrete structure using Portland cement constructed in the
1860’s. The earliest reinforced concrete structure in New Zealand is considered
to be the Flour mill at Ngaruawahia designed by Thomas H White. This was
constructed in 1878 and, while it is largely constructed of mass concrete, single
strand barbed wire was used as reinforcing. White also designed the Firth tower,
a mass concrete structure situated in Matamata constructed as a blockhouse
fortification. The earliest reinforced concrete tower in the world is the
Addington Tower, Christchurch, New Zealand.
Up until the 1890's mainly small buildings and houses were constructed in
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concrete. An exception was the work of F W Petre. In 1877 he designed the St
Dominic’s Priory. This was a remarkable achievement in concrete design as it is
three to four storeys in height. He designed many other buildings including
housing and churches in concrete including the Gothic church in the North East
Valley in 1892 F W Petre, St Patrick basilica in Oamaru, and the Cathedral of the
Blessed Heart in Christchurch.
Large commercial buildings were constructed in concrete and these included the
M.F.L. Building in Dunedin designed by A Luttrel in 1910, the Auckland
Technical College designed by J Mitchell in 1912, the Chapman, Skerrett,
Wylies and Tripp Building in Wellington design in 1909, and the AMP
buildings, Wellington both designed by F de J Clere.
Many churches, other than those of Petre's were designed in concrete. There are
many significant churches designed by F de J Clere in concrete. These include:
St Mary the Virgin in Karori in Wellington designed in 1911; St Alban’s church
in Eastbourne in 1912; large additions to St Matthews in Hastings in 1914; St
Mary of the Angels in 1919; and St Matthias’s church in Makara in 1921.
One of the first concrete structures for military purposes was the Magazine at
Magazine bay in Lyttelton Harbour built in 1874. It has concrete buttresses and a
brick arched roof. Reinforced concrete was used extensively in the construction
of fortifications from the 1880’s.
The ‘Russian war scare” fortifications of the mid 1880’s were largely constructed
of concrete although inner linings of stores were often of brickwork35. The brick
linings were often built before the concrete works. The retaining walls at Fort
Cautley, constructed between 1886-87 in Devonport, Auckland, are 600 mm
thick with floor and roof slabs of concrete reinforced with railway irons.
Similarly Fort Balance constructed between 1885 – 1893 on the Miramar
Peninsula in Wellington has a barrack block, gun emplacements and retaining
walls of concrete. Saddle Battery on Taiaroa Head in Otago Harbour constructed
to counter a potential Russian invasion in 1885, designed by expert, and
Governor of New Zealand, Sir William Jervois. Its use of reinforced concrete, an
innovation of standard plans by Major E M Tudor Boddam’s, was early for the
time.
Corrugated steel had been used as permanent formwork, while rails from the
Manawatu Railway Company were used as reinforcement for the gallery roofs.
Lyttelton’s Fort Jervois on Ripapa Island has concrete galleries to the disappearing
guns. Roofs to the fort are concrete reinforced, as with other fortifications, with
railway irons. Fort Taiaroa at the entrance to Otago Harbour also uses concrete
in gun emplacements with galleries, generally lined with stone.
The development of pre-casting in New Zealand is not described in Geoffrey
Thornton’s book but in personal communications with Ian Bowman he
considered that the Belmont Bunkers were the earliest form in New Zealand.

35
Thornton ,G., Cast In Concrete, Concrete Construction in New Zealand 1850-1939, Reed, 1996,
page 75
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2.4

Lath and plaster

The finest plaster is produced by burning gypsum with a low heat to drive off
water and is known as Plaster of Paris. The more usual plaster is a mix of
common lime, sand and other materials for reinforcement. Chopped straw and
hay were often added as was bullock-hair, cow hair and feathers.36
The oldest traces of plaster renders are 9,000 years old, and were found in
Anatolia and Syria. Five thousand years ago, the Egyptians burnt gypsum in
open-air fires, then crushed it into powder, and finally mixed this powder with
water to make jointing material for the blocks of their monuments.
The Greeks also used gypsum, in particular as windows for their temples when it
was of a transparent quality (selenite gypsum), as well as stucco work on the
exterior. The Romans cast in plaster many thousands of copies of Greek statues.
Spaces between timber-framed walls were filled with reeds and plastered. Later
split timber laths took the place of reeds. Plaster was used as a water-proof
coating to these materials.
The invention of cement by Joseph Aspdin in 1824 in London provided another
material, which could be added to plasters to enhance their strength and
durability. Keanes cement, a slow-setting but extremely hard plaster, was
invented by R.W. Keane of England in 1841 and was used particularly for
internal plastering. These materials were soon in use in New Zealand from the
earliest settler period.
Traditional lath and plaster is described as ‘lath, plaster, float and set’ or ‘lath, lay,
float and set’. The first coat is called ‘pricking’, which is composed of coarse stuff
of 1 or 1 ½ parts of sand to 1 of lime by measure, thoroughly mixed with long ox
hair (free from grease and dirt) in the proportion of 1
lb of hair to 3 cubic feet of mortar. The plaster
should be stiff enough to hold together, but just
sufficiently soft to pass between the laths, being
worked well in behind the laths with the point of a
trowel, and bulging out behind the laths into
excrescences, which form a key and keep the plaster
in position.
The second or floated coat is applied when the
pricking up is sufficiently dry to resist pressure. It
consists of fine stuff (pure slaked lime with a small
quantity of water), and afterwards saturated until it is
of the consistency of cream. It is then allowed to
settle and the water to evaporate until thick enough
for use.
The final coat or setting coat varies in composition to
suit the nature of the finish intended for the
surface. If the surface is to be papered, it would
be ‘set with fine stuff’. If it is to be whitened, it
36

Figure 16, metal lath,
Rivington’s Building
Construction, page 267

See Clifton-Taylor (1972).
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would be ‘set with putty and washed sand’, and if it is to be painted it would be
finished with ‘trowelled stucco’ or plaster.
Metal laths in wire mesh form were invented in England in 1841.37
Rivington’s Building Construction by Major Percy Smith states:
… recent developments in the application of steel to building purposes
can be found in various kinds of metallic lathing in the market, which is
used in place of wood laths, either in the form of wire netting or this
metal sheet shaped to various forms to give key to plaster in which the
lathing is embedded. This form of construction is applicable to partitions,
floors, ceilings and the protection of columns and girders from fire”.
In 1897 Millar states that expanded metal lath was: “introduced into this
country about 6 years ago by its inventor Mr J.T. Golding of Chicago
whose process is now worked by the Expanded Metal Company Limited,
London.
It was used on the Eddystone Lighthouse in 1891.

2.5

Timber

The earliest recorded European use of timber in New Zealand was in Captain
Cook’s journal of 9 October, 1769.
"after landing as above mentioned we had not gone a hundred yards into the
woods before we found a tree that girted 19 feet eight inches, six feet above the
ground, and having a quadrant with me, I found its length from the root to the
first branch to be 89 feet; it was as straight as an arrow and taper' nut very little in
proportion to its length, so that I judged that there was 356 solid feet of timber in
this tree, clear of the branches…..Here are forests of vast extent full of the
straightest and cleanest trees we have ever seen" Cooks Journal 1769 9 October.
The timber was pit sawn, a method of cutting timber which was common until
the 1860’s. There was an extensive timber trade, following Cook’s observations
as England needed a dependable supply of timber following the American
Independence in 1776, as the US had supplied much of England’s timber
requirements. There was a need especially for masts and other ship timbers for
the British navy in India.
Sealing and whaling industries required timber for boats and housing, store
houses, casks for oil, wharves. Missionaries became involved in the timber
industry, felling and selling timber to pay for their missions as well as constructing
boats for travelling around the coasts. The first was built for Marsden, which was
a 20 ton flat bottomed boat.
The first circular saws were in action in Mercury Bay in 1837 and this form of
sawing timber superseded pit sawing by the 1860’s. The first circular saws were
water powered, then they were powered by steam, and finally by electricity, with
the first electric machine used in 1906.
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Kauri was used for masts, spars, ships, wharves, bridges, sleepers, tramways, struts
for underground mines, general building construction, weatherboards and was
split for shingles. Rimu, was used for house construction, weatherboards,
framing and is now used for furniture and veneers. Matai, was used for piles,
bridges, wharves, sleepers, bed plates for machinery, flooring and weatherboards.
Totara, was used for piles railway sleepers, tramways, house timbers, bridges,
shingles, window joinery and exterior verandah flooring.

2.6

Galvanised corrugated iron

The strengthening effect of
crimping or corrugating flat sheets
had been known for centuries, but
a commercial technique was not
successful until the early 1840’s.
Henry Robinson Palmer (17951844) is credited with inventing
corrugating iron in London in
182838. Uniformity in the product
was not developed until the
1860’s. Iron and steel, whilst
Figure 17 Wares made by the Southern
strong materials were subject to
Cross Galvanized Iron Manufacturing
corrosion, and their use as a
Company Limited, Auckland. 1906.
durable building material
Reference number: PA1-o-371-38
became possible with the
development of the galvanising
process to coat sheet steel. The process coated thin layers of zinc by hop dipping,
which was perfected in 1837. At first hand dipping, then electro plating
developed, which meant larger sheet sizes, could be galvanised. At first
corrugated iron was made from wrought iron and by 1850’s galvanised
corrugated iron sheets were available. Wrought iron was gradually replaced by
mild steel from the 1890’s.
From 1839 galvanised roofing being used in the United States and later in
Australia, India. Since the late 1850’s corrugated iron has been widely used in
New Zealand for roof and wall cladding, and has become part of the New
Zealand vernacular. Corrugated iron was produced in Australia from the 1860’s,
and in 1921 the English firm, John Lysaght set up a large-scale corrugating and
galvanising plant in Newcastle39. R and T Haworth the first manufacturer in
New Zealand who started producing galvanised in Dunedin in 1864 from
imported steel plate40. Production was based on a single sheet system, but in
1961, continuous sheet rolling and galvanising plants were established, the
product coming to be known as ‘long run.’
Early catalogues for corrugated iron showed several profiles were made. These
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varied in both the depth of the corrugations and the pitch or spacing of the
corrugations. The greater the depth of corrugation, the wider the span between
roof supports.

Encaustic and geometric floor tiles
Inlaid tiles were used as floor coverings in mediaeval monasteries, but the
techniques of making the encaustic disappeared with the dissolution of the
monasteries in England. At the end of the seventeenth century, tin-glazed
earthenware was introduced from Holland and the Dutch were major exporters
of tiles. After considerable trial and error in attempting to recreate the mediaeval
tiles, commercial production of inlaid tiles began with Herbert Minton in the
1840s, publishing a catalogue in 1842. A W G Pugin encouraged the use of these
tiles in new and restored Gothic churches. Another major transformation of the
industry was the use of dust pressing, which resulted in perfect forms and short
drying times before being fired. There was a major boom in tile manufacture
between 1870 and 1910 with the major firms being Minton and Co, Minton
Hollins and Co, Maw and Company, W Goodwin, Architectural Pottery
Company, T and R Boote, and Malkin Edge and Company. Maw and
Company became the largest of the manufacturers while H and R Johnson was
one of the few new companies to emerge in the early twentieth century and who
continue to operate today. Designs were inspired by the Arts and Crafts
movement and William Morris.
The use of terracotta and faience became
popular in the second half of the nineteenth
century and were used on large public
buildings such as the Victoria and Albert
Museum Henry Cole Wing, the Royal
Albert Hall, and the Natural History
Museum, London. Doultons were the
leading manufacturers and suppliers of
terracotta for major buildings by the 1870s.
Figure 18 Shopfront of 85 -87 Kent Terrace showing rsj supporting the
verandah and tiled ingo
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Appendix 3
Plans of the buildings

Figure 19 83 Kent Terrace
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Figure 20 85-87 Kent Terrace
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Figure 21 5 Ellice Street
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Figure 22 9 Ellice Street
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